Advantages and Disadvantages of Outsourcing for Small
Business including Economics Risks and Employee Care
In a vibrant city of almost any size a small business shouldn't have to look very far to get good
employees, actually there's probably one around every corner. However what does one do if that
small business operates in a remote town or a small country village? Finding workers with specific
skills suddenly becomes much harder. And even if you find them, can you guarantee that they will
stay forever? What about small businesses that operate online? Often in that case the business tends
to have clients outside of their local area or indeed their own country. It's hard to provide adequate
customer service if you're asleep whilst your customers are awake. In these instances, finding
international outsourcers makes perfect sense.
One of the greatest advantages of outsourcing is that your employees are not location dependent
and are indeed geographically free. If there is small business importer with the majority of its clients
in Thailand but you are in America, then it makes sense to find an outsourcer who not only is in the
same time zone but it could be advantageous to find one who speaks the language. As the market
place becomes more globalized and our methods of communication become more instant and
technologically advanced, finding outsourcers whom can help your business achieve it's goals
becomes even more important.
Back to the case of the small business operating in a small rural town, through outsourcing, that
small business now has access to the best graphic designers on the planet to whom they could enlist
to create effective media and advertising strategies on a national or even international scale. They
could access the best in customer support, training, and IT services all online and from their
computer. Also the small importer could enlist the services of local freelance sales people to ensure
that they maintain a marketing foothold in the country. For someone who is creative and
determined, outsourcing could be an entrepreneur's dream.
Since most freelancers work from home and provide their own equipment the need to build
expensive branches of businesses can be eliminated and office meetings can take place via Skype or
even using Goto Meetings software. This greatly reduces the startup capital needed to begin a
profitable growing enterprise. This also means that for the first time in history it is now easier (and
cheaper) than ever before to start an enterprise and to gather the best minds to move forward your
endeavors.
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